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WE ARE ONE DIGITAL SIGNAGE
At One Digital Signage we design, manufacture and deliver award-winning digital signage products capable of making 

any business or product stand out from the crowd. 

With a 20-year history in the AV and digital signage industry, we’re truly passionate about what we do, and we believe 

this translates into the high-quality solutions we provide to our customers. 

We understand that every business is unique, and our market-leading products are designed to drive YOUR business 

growth by delivering the optimum digital signage solutions for putting YOUR products and services in front of YOUR 

customers. 

This is achieved through our consultative approach to solution design, specification and implementation. Our range of 
over 180 individual products covers a huge variety of digital signage applications, then our ability for customisation and 

complete custom builds further expands our ability to meet any requirement. As a member of the Made in Britain 

family, our units are made at our Midlands HQ and we’re proud to invest in the British economy, British Manufacturing 

& British Steel. 

You may have worked with us before, heard about our products or could be completely new to the One Digital Signage 

brand. Whatever the case, this 2021 brochure has been put together to help you explore our business and our solutions. 

And if you like what you see?
Get in touch to find out how we can work alongside you on projects and make your digital signage ideas come to life.  
Our friendly team are always up for a chat through your requirements and we look forward to working with you!

BESPOKE DIGITAL SIGNAGE 
& OEM MANUFACTURERS
We are proud to be one of the very few OEM manufacturers of digital signage 

and solutions that manufacture in the UK using British Steel and our own 

UK based workforce. The control that this gives us over our manufacturing is

why we’re able to produce the highest quality and most innovative 

digital signage products and installations available on the market today.

CUSTOM DESIGN & BESPOKE SOLUTIONS 
Our core range of products can provide the basis for customised designs, while

our knowledgeable team of AV experts can also assess your ideas and requirements in

order to create completely bespoke digital signage solutions. The whole build process

being managed and completed at our West Midlands workshops.

EXPERIENCED INSTALLATION TEAMS 
Our expertise as manufacturers is complimented by our ability to offer installation  

services delivered by our own experienced & qualified electrical, AV and software 
engineers. By owning projects from brief to installation we provide resellers and
customers with a smooth and reliable service.

3-YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTIES 
Every single One Digital Signage product is supplied with a full 3-year commercial 

on-site warranty. With all our products commercially graded and designed to run 

24/7, we offer these warranties because we trust the quality of our solutions and

componentry. This means our customers can too.

HARDWARE & REMOTE SUPPORT
PACKAGES 
We build relationships with customers and resellers. A big part of this effort comes 

from our commitment to ongoing support, never selling a product and simply 

moving on. Our support packages cover remote and on-site services to keep 

your digital signage operational 24/7.

BESPOKE DIGITAL
SIGNAGE SPECIALISTS

REASONS TO WORK WITH
ONE DIGITAL SIGNAGE



WE’LL GET THE KETTLE ON... 
 

Based in the West Midlands, at our Cradley Heath HQ

just outside of Birmingham, we have a fully stocked
showroom where we can demonstrate the latest in

digital signage solutions from digital menu boards

through to IP65-rated large format outdoor digital

totems.

Our partnership with Vestel also means we now have

the first and only dedicated Vestel commercial display
showroom at our site. With Vestel technology at the

heart of many of our digital signage solutions, it’s great

to be able to demonstrate what our businesses can do

together.

Easily accessible from just about anywhere in the UK,
resellers can benefit from our Showroom facility by
booking a slot to demo our range to your customers or

simply come and visit yourself to see what is possible.

We’d love to see you sometime soon!

INTRODUCING 

 

One of the largest manufacturers in Turkey, Vestel is a major player 
in consumer electronics, mobile technologies, household appliances, 

professional displays and LED lighting. Their vast modern facilities 

(just check out the stats opposite on Vestel City!) provide the capacity 

and technology to produce quality goods including television sets,LCD 

screen panels, digital set-top boxes, tablet PCs, smartphones, 

refrigerators, washing machines, cooking appliances amd more.  

Many of these will be produced and branded on behalf of other 

premium household names.

Vestel offers a wide range of visual solution products for retail, corporate, 

hospitality, transportation and education sectors. Designed to meet various

environmental requirements with a long lifetime and low power

consumption, Vestel screen technologies also help reduce operational and 

maintenance costs for increased return on investment. We are proud of our 

strong relationship with Vestel and their Vestel B2B UK subsidary.  

 

We integrate Vestel panels into 90% of our product line up, allowing our 

customers to benefit from a 3-year manufacturer’s warranty, reliable
hardware and higher brightness panels when compared against other 

brands. We’re excited to have a full product range available 

to demo in our new Vestel showroom.

COME AND VISIT OUR 
BIRMINGHAM SHOWROOM

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

WE ARE HERE



10 YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
WORKING WITH LARGE
FORMAT LED AND DOOH
DISPLAYS
 

Available for both internal display and external sign 

applications, Digital LED Pixel Screens, like Video Walls,

are only limited by your imagination as they can be 

manufactured from varying size LED modules to create

giant digital graphic displays or LED signs of virtually any 

size and format. Each module consists of a series of

high quality LEDs spaced evenly apart to create different 

resolutions. 

Having dealt with many suppliers of LED direct from China we understand the pitfalls of the industry and

ensure that we supply only the correct products from recognised manufacturers. In reality, due to the nature

of the LED industry, many manufacturers/suppliers withdraw from the market leaving servicing, spares 

and repair very difficult to come by.

With LED being such a versatile product, it’s critical to select the right partner

when starting your project. There are a lot of things to think about when
choosing LED, from picking the right resolution for the screen and developing 

the content you’ll be playing, to thinking about maintenance and upkeep. 

One Digital Signage can help you every step of the way. From the outset,  

picking the right manufacturer is the biggest variable for a great looking 

screen that will last over the years. We are pleased to work with a range of 

handpicked and high quality manufacturers

LED SCREENS

WE TAKE CARE OF THE COMPLETE SOLUTION:

Designing the Solution

Assistance with Planning Permission 

Project Management

Import & Logistics

Installation & Commissioning

UK Based Support & Remote Monitoring

WE PRIDE OURSELVES 
ON ONLY SUPPLYING
LED FROM TOP TIER
MANUFACTURERS

QUALITY CONTROL TRUST COMPLETE SOLUTION CERTIFIED

On arrival in the UK we
will test every individual
LED panel, resolve issues
from spares and deal
with the RMA procedure if
necessary (small issues are
not uncommon due to the
nature of the product and
required shipping methods).

We guarantee our clients
receive their products.
With many LED suppliers
requesting full payment
up front (although staged)
and stating EX Works on
the quote, once the LED
leaves their premises, full
responsibility passes to the
client. We work differently.

We deliver the installation
and commissioning
including the wiring design
of the screen, programming
of the LED processor and
setup of light sensors when
required in specific locations.

We ensure that all of
our products carry the
necessary certifications to
allow them to be installed
in the UK. Essential when
products failing to meet
requirements and supplied
into the UK becoming the
responsibility of the landlord
of the screen location.
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OUTDOOR
SCREEN
ENCLOSURES

SCREEN SIZES:
22” - 75”

IP65 Outdoor Enclosures,
Custom built to fit any
screen type or finish.

UV Protected
with 3M™
Sun Control Film
Tempered Glass is

protected with 3M™ Sun

Control Film this rejects
up to 97% of sun’s infrared

light and blocks up to

99.9% of harmful ultraviolet

(UV) rays. Preventing
Screen Blackening & Failure.

Standard Finish
304 Stainless
Built with a premium

stainless steel finish, our
outdoor screen enclosures

come with a 5 YR -  

Anti-Rust and Corrosion

warranty, giving you piece

of mind they will last the

test of time.

LCD Air Curtain
Cross Blower Fan
Fans & Tangential Cross

Blowers provide an LCD

Air-Curtain keeping the

hi-bright Display nice and

cool for the sunniest days.

Impact Resistant
& Vandalism
Safe With 6mm
Toughened
Glass
Protected by 6mm

Laminated & Toughened

Glass you can have peace

of mind installing our

Outdoor Screen Enclosures

into public spaces.

Key Features Additional Add-Ons

Standard Finish in 304 Stainless Steel 

3M Sun Control Film

Air Cooled & Temperature Controlled

Internal Media Player Locker

Choice of Commercial Screens - 32” to 75”

Windows or Android Media Player

Custom RAL Painted Finish and Branding

24/7 Usage
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INDOOR
SCREEN
ENCLOSURES

SCREEN SIZES:
22” - 75”

Ideal for Wall Mounting
or in a Window Display

Key Features Additional Add-Ons

Mild Steel, RAL Powder Coated Enclosure

Air Vents for Extra Ventilation

Lockable Access Doors & Keys 

Range of Stands & Hanging Solutions

  

Choice of Commercial Screens - 22” to 75”

Windows or Android Media Player

Custom RAL Painted Finish and Branding

High Impact Acrylic Screen Lens

Floor to
Ceiling Pole
Mounted
Enclosure
Provides a secure fitting for 
window displays or freestanding.  

Poles can be cut to size to suit 

each installation.

Chain
Mounted
Enclosure 
Enclosure Hanging Chains with

adjustable eyelets to get a
stylish impact. Galvanised

or Black Twin 8mm; with Carabiner 

Shackles, Chains at 2000mm

with eyelet ceiling plates for fixing.

Single or
Double Sided
Enclosure
Ideal for Wall Mount, or in

Window Display, Single and

double-sided solutions, with

twin poles, or hanging from

Chains.

Bespoke
Stands
Floor Stand Twin choice of

Poles or box section legs;

floor fixing bracket Set,
930mm height (Poles/box

section Can be Custom

Made to size)

5
24/7 Usage
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OUTDOOR  
DIGITAL A-BOARD

SCREEN SIZES:
43” 

IP65 Rated Fold-able 
Design, with casters

Omni-directional 
movement and 
rotation
Fold-able design, with rubber

feet & casters, which can be

operated easily by one just
person, saving time and effort.

Colour choices:  

Black & White

Fixed lock lever
The advanced locking

mechanism to ensure that

the kiosk is placed firmly,
without any movement on

any flat surface.

IP65 Waterproof 
and  Dust-proof 
design
The structure of the shell is 

designed with IP65 protection 

level, which means that it can

block rainwater and all debris, 

dust and other particles in the 

air, and can be protected from

any wet weather.

P
ro

te
c tio

n
 from

 the weather

Choice of 
Multi-touch
and Non Touch 
Designs 
Using top grade projected 
capacitive touch screen, 

which is a 10 Point PCAP 

Touch.

1500 High 
Brightness 
IPS Display
The high-brightness LCD panel 

used in this display is three 

times brighter than a home TV, 

making it an ideal choice for

outdoor spaces.

Fold-able design, with rubber

feet & casters, which can be

operated easily by one just

person, saving time and effort.

Key Features

IP65 weatherproof

14 Hour Running Time 

Android Media Player

Network Upgrade 

1500 Nits Brightness 

Tempered Glass Front

Locking Bar 

Ultra-Violet Ray Resistant 

Free Scheduling Software 

Plug and Play

UVUV

Strong Robust 
Design 
The all-aluminum frame is 

a High-strength  chassis, 

with toughened front tem-

pered Ultra-Violet Ray (UV) 
Resistant glass.

Plug & Play 
Just copy the images and videos to the USB

flash drive, insert it into the USB port, and wait
for the content to be copied before you can

use it. Images and videos can be played in a

continuous loop.

Remote Cloud publishing  
Create ads Online and publish remotely Media and control 

content at any time. Compatible with 99% of Android CMS 

Platforms.

Formats:  

Video: (MP4, MPG, AVI, RM, RMVB, TS)  
Audio: (MP3, WMA) 

Image: (JPG, GIF, BMP, PNG), Subtitle scrolling

14
Hrs

Long running time 
The integrated polymer lithium battery has completely changed the way you use

digital signage. This commercial-grade thin battery solution provides you with

more than 14 hours of working time.

USB
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32“ - 55“ Models
Incredibly sleek, stylish and slim yet extremely visible with a choice of

sizes; 32” - 55”, all with a high bright 350Nit display. Designed to stand out

in busy retail and commercial environments.

Plug & Play (USB) or Cloud CMS Connected
Content can be updated easily via USB with the built-in Media Player or  

upgrade to a Cloud Connected Media player to schedule content and 

schedules remotely.

Upgrade to 10 Point PCAP Touch Screen
Upgrade the A Board Display to feature a 10 Point PCAP Touchscreen,

ideal for interactive applications and customer engagement.

Slim Profile Display & Lightweight
Designed for manoeuvrability, the A Board Display is designed to be easily

moved and transported to new locations to be a versatile display to

suit all your requirements.

PORTABLE 
DIGITAL A-BOARD

SCREEN SIZES:
32”, 43”, 49” & 55” 

Ideal for Retail & Leisure
Environments

350 NIT Display

Build-in Android Player

USB Plug & Play Media Player

10 Point Touchscreen (Upgrade)

Key Features

Android Media Player

Built in Internal Cooling Fans

24/7 Commercial Use

350NIT Display

Plug & Play Media Player 9 10



ULTRASLIM 
OUTDOOR DISPLAY

SCREEN SIZES:
32”, 55“ & 75”

Multi-Functional IP67 
Outdoor QLED Display

High-bright
4000-5000 NIT 
display 

Optical bonding processed & 
anti-reflection

Optical bonding processed & 

anti-reflection with a high 

brightness range up to 4000 Nits 

(and 5000 Nits for the 32”).  
The Ultra-Slim Outdoor Display is 

crystal clear and readable even 

under direct sunlight conditions,

ideal for full outdoor installations.

The UltraSlim Outdoor Display includes; Anti-Reflective 
Glass via an Optical Bonding Process (UV Bonding) 
which eliminates the air in-between the LCD panel and

tempered glass. It helps to provide a high brightness 

QLED display, with lower reflection values and higher 
contrast ratio display with 178/178 wide viewing angle, 

making the display images richer and clearer under 

direct sunlight.

QLED display with fantastic 105% colour gamut
The latest QLED Technology helps the Ultra-Slim Outdoor Display generate engagement 

for any brand appearing on screen. When compared to traditional displays, there is an

instant & noticeable increase in brightness of every colour. Providing 105% Gamut, and

up to 30% increased colour brightness, the QLED is easy on the eye and maximises the

colours & depths of any brand’s advertisements.

Smart brightness Control
The Built-in Smart Brightness Controller regulates between 400 Nits and 4000 Nits

(32”), automatically reducing the LCD Panels brightness depending on light levels &
day/night operation. Saving on operating expenses and power consumption, the

Smart Lux control is essential for many on-street outdoor installations &

environments.

Vandalism safe with IK10 level protection
The Ultra-Slim Outdoor Display includes *IK10-rated impact resistant 6mm thickness 

tempered glass coating. This is ideal for outdoor environments, not only

protecting from the elements, dust & water but also being impact resistant. *IK

rating refers to the degree of resistance against external impacts on a scale of 0 to

10 where 10 indicates the highest level of protection available.

Supporting a wide temperature range 
The uniquely designed Aluminium + Stainless Steel enclosure with Heat Sink

Ambient Air-Cooling provides a wide core temperature from -30°C to 55°C for the

LCD panel, Motherboards and components. This ensures the outdoor displays work

24/7 & 365 days of the year under hot or cold weather conditions.

IP68 Outdoor 10 Point Touch IR Over 
frame Enclosure. 

Ideal for Information Displays, The frame Protects the Displays

and IR Touch.

Zero black spotting & sunlight damage
Black spotting has long been an issue with traditional displays when reaching

temperatures of just 60°C or above, often because the devices don’t have the correct 
protection, environment or preventative AC/cooling systems. In contrast to this, even 

under direct exposure to sunlight, this Display guarantees resistance to blackening 

defects up to 230°F / 110°C, providing Zero Black Spotting & or Sunlight Damage.

High Brightness 4000 - 5000 NIT

Vandal Proof IK10 Protection

Anti-Reflective Glass

Auto Brightness Control

Other Sizes: 32”, 55” & 65” 
(Subject to MOQ)

WITHOUT UV BONDING WITH UV BONDING

11 12



DRIVE-THROUGH 
ENCLOSURES & DISPLAYS

SCREEN SIZES:
49” 55” & 75”

3500 - 4000 NIT Ultra High Bright 
Outdoor Digital Menu Board Screen 
Enclosure.

UV Protected
with 3M™ 
Sun Control Film
Tempered Glass is protected with 

3M™ Sun Control Film this reject-
sup to 97% of sun’s infrared light 

and blocks up to 99.9% of harmful 

ultraviolet (UV) rays. Preventing 
Screen Blackening & Failure.

Standard Finish
304 Stainless
Steel
Built with a premium

stainless steel finish, our
outdoor screen enclosures

come with a 5 YR - AntiRust and 

Corrosion warranty, giving you 

piece of mind they will last the

test of time.

IP65 ENCLOSURES Single,  
Double & Triple  Plinth Options
Benefiting from a modular design, the  
drive-through enclosures can be fixed to a single,  
double or triple stand to suit any configuration  
of screens and drive through locations.

55” IP67 WATERPROOF Drive-thru
Displays with IK10 Glass 4000 Nits
ONE Digital offer a range of Plinths for mounting a single, 

double or triple display, also as part of the Drive -thru 

range is our a IP Phone and Headset System along with a 

Stainless Steel Intercom Pillar. 

UV Resistant Glass

3M UV Sun Control Film

IP65 & IP67 Waterproof Design

304 Stainless Steel Finish

Black or Custom RAL Finish

Key Features Additional Add-Ons

Standard Finish in 304 Stainless Steel

3M Sun Control Film

Air Cooled & Temperature Controlled

Internal Media Player Locker

Windows or Android Media Player 

Custom RAL Painted Finish and Branding 
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SELF-SERVICE
ORDERING KIOSK

SCREEN SIZES:
21.5” 

Robust and compact design
ideal for restaurants and takeaways,
with built-in printer & optional high
speed QR Scanner.

Colour choices:  

Black & White

Counter Top
Robust designed

stand for table top

installation.

Product Code:

215SSOK-HDNT-DT-V1

Freestanding 
Stand with a choice RGB Colour

illumination and patterned design. 

Product Code:

215SSOK-HDNT-FS-V1

Wall Mounted 
Easy fix wall bracket.  
Ideal for wall installation.

Product Code:

215SSOK-HDNT-V1

• PCAP 10 point capacitive touch screen 

• High transparency tempered glass

• Built-in android OS11 or Windows 10 system/HDMI   in option

• Thermal printer

• QR scanner optional extra

• Universal bracket for payment terminal

• Freestanding with RGB LED Colours

Flexible installation, desktop,

wall mounted, or freestanding

Key Features

ID Card Reader

NFC 

Android Media Player

Windows

24/7 Display 

Camera

POS & Printer 

1D2D Code Scanner

24/7

Flexible installation, desktop,

wall mounted, or freestanding.
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PCAP TOUCH 
KIOSK ENCLOSURE

SCREEN SIZES:
32” TO 55” 

Ideal for Advertising in Retail
& Hospitality Environments

Incredibly sleek, stylish and slim yet

extremely visible. Designed to fit a
choice of screen sizes:  

32” 43” 49” 50” and 55” Vestel  

and Hisense Displays also LG  

and Samsung Displays.

Key Features

Integrated Castor Wheels

Internal Locker With AV Inputs

24/7 Commercial Use

RGB LED Side Strip Lighting 

SONY 210W Powered Speakers

HD Camera

Windows or Android Media Player

LED Backlit Printed Logo on Bottom Glass

Touch Screen

Plug & Play (USB)
Vestel & Hiesene Displays Content 

can be updated easily via USB via the 

built-in Vestel Media Player. Simply 

copy and paste your photos & videos 

onto a USB stick and plug in to the 

screen. The content will automatically 

play in a loop.

VESTEL Commercial
Grade IPS Panel 
Commercial grade 24/7 operation

VESTEL IPS Panel, stylish and slim yet

extremely visible with a choice of sizes;

32” to 65.

Custom RAL Finish & Logo 
Incorporate your brand colour scheme

& logo into the Kiosk design. With a LED 

Colour RGB side Strip choice of custom 

RAL Paint Finish and glass

Easy Portability with a Tilt and Push Design and 
Grab Handles
The Advertising Kiosk is the perfect solution for large venues or offices where easy 

 portability is key. Simply tilt the kiosk back onto the integrated castor wheels and 

push to a new destination. This makes it the perfect solution for events, offices and 
road shows.

Secure Internal Locker for 
Media Player Connection
Secure Internal Locker with VESA Mounts for Small Form Factor PC and mounting bracket 

for a Larger PC case. Easily connect to the built in Faceplate which features; 2 x 240V UK 

Plug Sockets, HDMI & VGA Inputs, RCA Component Sockets, RJ45 Network Socket, 3.5mm 

Audio and USB Port.

Kiosk Upgrade Extra’s

Built in High Quality Sony
Speakers & Bluetooth Amplifier
Built in Ultra-slim Profile With Built-in Android Player OS7.1 A total solution 210W 
SonySpeakers for Impressive Sound and Volume Quality , with a built in NOB 

Sound Bluetooth Powered Amplifier you can integrate beautiful audio for your 
touch or signage applications. Fully integrated with the AV Faceplace, simply 

connect by Bluetooth or AUX.

Upgrade to the 
Ultra-Slim Profile
700nit Vestel QP Range Panel 
New for 2022 is the PR-Range of Vestel

Displays, boasting an impressive 700Nit panel

brightness and Ultra-Slim profile, making the
special edition a premium and slimmer 

profile unit.
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ADVERTISING
KIOSK ENCLOSURE

SCREEN SIZES:
43” TO 65” 

Ideal for Advertising in Retail
& Hospitality Environments

Key Features

Integrated Castor Wheels

Internal Locker With AV Inputs

24/7 Commercial Use

RGB LED Side Strip Lighting 

SONY 210W Powered Speakers

HD Camera

Windows or Android Media Player

LED Backlit Printed Logo on Bottom Glass

Plug & Play (USB)
Vestel & Hiesene Displays Content 

can be updated easily via USB via the 

built-in Vestel Media Player. Simply 

copy and paste your photos & videos 

onto a USB stick and plug in to the 

screen. The content will automatically 

play in a loop.

VESTEL Commercial
Grade IPS Panel 
Commercial grade 24/7 operation VESTEL IPS 

Panel, stylish and slim yet extremely visible with 

a choice of sizes; 32” to 65.

Custom RAL Finish & Logo 
Incorporate your brand colour scheme

& logo into the Kiosk design. With a LED 

Colour RGB side Strip choice of custom 

RAL Paint Finish and glass

Easy Portability with a Tilt and Push Design and 
Grab Handles
The Advertising Kiosk is the perfect solution for large venues or offices where easy 
portability is key. Simply tilt the kiosk back onto the integrated castor wheels and 

push to a new destination. This makes it the perfect solution for events, offices and 
road shows.

Secure Internal Locker for 
Media Player Connection
Secure Internal Locker with VESA Mounts for Small Form Factor PC and mounting bracket 

for a Larger PC case. Easily connect to the built in Faceplate which features; 2 x 240V UK 

Plug Sockets, HDMI & VGA Inputs, RCA Component Sockets, RJ45 Network Socket, 3.5mm 

Audio and USB Port.

Kiosk Upgrade Extra’s

Built in High Quality Sony
Speakers & Bluetooth Amplifier
Built in Ultra-slim Profile With Built-in Android Player OS7.1 A total solution 210W 
SonySpeakers for Impressive Sound and Volume Quality , with a built in NOB 

Sound Bluetooth Powered Amplifier you can integrate beautiful audio for your 
touch or signage applications. Fully integrated with the AV Faceplace, simply 

connect by Bluetooth or AUX.

Upgrade to the Ultra-Slim 
Profile 700nit Vestel PR  
Range Panel 
New for 2022 is the PR-Range of Vestel

Displays, boasting an impressive 700Nit panel

brightness and Ultra-Slim profile, making the
special edition a premium and slimmer 

profile unit.

Incredibly sleek, stylish and slim yet

extremely visible. Designed to fit a
choice of screen sizes: 43” 49”, 50”, 

55”and 65” Vestel and Hisense Displays 

also LG and Samsung  Displays.
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HIGH BRIGHTNESS
WINDOW DISPLAYS

SCREEN SIZES:
32” TO 86” 

Ideal for shop fronts and 
window displays

Key Features

Single & Double Sided Models

Android Media Player

24/7 Commercial Use

Plug & Play Media Player

3500NIT Display

Built in Internal Cooling Fans

32“-86“ Models 
Incredibly sleek, stylish and slim yet extremely visible with a choice of

sizes; 32” - 86”, all with a ultra high bright 3500Nit display. Designed to

stand out in busy retail and commercial environments.

Plug & Play (USB) or
Cloud CMS Connected
Content can be updated easily via USB with the 

built-in Media Player or upgrade to a Cloud 

Connected Media player to schedule content and

schedules remotely.

Single & Double Sided
Models Available
Attract customers with an ultra high bright 3000NIT  

external facing display & 700NIT internal facing display.  

Ideal for south facing locations for your

signage to always be visible.

Built in Internal Fan Cooling System
Designed to run High Bright content 24/7, the screens feature built in 

cooling fans to prevent blackening and screen burn out. 

3500NIT Display

Build-in Android Player

USB Plug & Play Media Player

Slim Design with Fan

Cooling System

32” 86”
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LECTERN
KIOSK

SCREEN SIZES:
43” TO 49” 

Ideal for Retail  
Environments & Wayfinding

Key Features

Capacitive Touch Glass

Internal Locker With AV Inputs

Stereo Speakers

24/7 Commercial Use

3G or Wi-Fi Antenna

Windows or Android Media Player

Custom RAL Powder Coated

Vinyl Logo / Full Body Wrap

Plug & Play (USB) or
Cloud CMS 
Connected
Content can be updated easily 

via USB with the built-in Vestel 

Media Player or upgrade to a 

Cloud Connected Media player 

to schedule content and 

shedules remotely.

VESTEL Commercial
Grade IPS Panel 
Commercial grade 24/7 

operation VESTEL IPS Panel,  

stylish and slim yet extremely 

visible with a choice of sizes; 43” 

& 49” all with a high bright 

700Nit display.

10 Point Multi-Touch PCAP Glass
Utilize a 10 Point PCAP Glass touchscreen with touch screen software, 

perfect for wayfinding and interactive software.

Capacitive Multi-Point Glass

24/7 Rated VESTEL Panel

Internal Locker

Sony Stereo Speakers

Internal Media Player Locker
Built for a wide range of uses, the Lectern Kiosk has a large 

internal locker for mounting a range of media players from 

Micro PC’s to Larger Form Factor Players.

Powered AMP & Sony Speakers
Built in 210W Sony Speakers for Impressive Sound and Volume 

Quality. Connect to your chosen media player via 2.5mm Aux 

Jack or Bluetooth.
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With its versatile, super-slim design and 

 exceptional picture quality, our 24/7 displays 

is designed to adapt to you.

UHM & X SERIES 24/7 DIGITAL SIGNAGE

400
NIT

HDR

HDR4K

4K

UHM 24/7 DIGITAL SIGNAGE X SERIES 4K HDR DIGITAL SIGNAGE

HDR PIXEL SHIFT

OPS SLOT

AUTO-LAUNCHAUTO-LAUNCH

4K UHD

4K UHD

PIXEL SHIFT

HDR

ELED SCHEDULERSCHEDULER

16/7 
USAGE

BUILT-IN 
ANDROID16/7 USAGE

P SERIES 24/7 DIGITAL SIGNAGE

700
NIT

500
NIT4K 4K

PR 24/7 DIGITAL SIGNAGE PN 24/7 DIGITAL SIGNAGE

27/7 USAGELANDSCAPE / PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

HDR
HDR 

OPS SLOT

SCHEDULER

SCREEN SHARE

PIXEL SHIFT AUTO-LAUNCH

4K UHD 4K UHD

3 X USB3 X USB 3 X HDMI4 X HDMI MENU LOCK

LANDSCAPE /  
PORTRAIT ORIENTATION

SCREEN 
SHAREOPS SLOT
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USB Content Scheduling 
USB content scheduling optimizes content playback and 

operation efficiently while setting up playing times through 
each day and week. You can clone and distribute the 

scheduling setup to other displays through a USB plug-in.

Higher Visibility
USB content scheduling optimizes content playback and 

operation efficiently while setting up playing times through 
each day and week. You can clone and distribute the 

scheduling setup to other displays through a USB plug-in.

IPS Reliability 
Vestel IPS displays present the most clear image in both 

landscape and portrait orientation without any image 

distortion. IPS also provides 178o ultra-wide viewing angle, 

displaying the most accurate image quality.

Ultra / Extra / Razor Narrow Bezel 
Reducing the gap between each display area. Vestel’s 

designs help create an almost seamless overall on screen 

image with 3.5 mm, 1.8 mm and less than 1 mm 

combined bezels.

Great Picture with Different  
Brightness Option 
Create a seamless and striking visual experience with our 

Video Wall displays. Offering 500-700 Nit options, our 

monitors can display your content in picture perfect 

resolution, whatever the lighting conditions.

White color Calibration 
For managing color uniformity with highest performance, 

color calibration has been made available for on-site main-

tenance. This results in a more uniform colour distribution 

and minimised colour distortion.

Daisy Chain with Display Port 
or HDMI Option 
Reduce cost and maximize video quality with Vestel’s Video 

Wall displays, using Display Port 1.2a-enabled or HDMI 2.0 

screens, Vestel offers a daisy chain solution that cuts the 

cost of installation, cabling and maintenance. This daisy 

chained monitor set up also ensures a more immersive 

viewing experience.

Real Ultra HD Resolution 
With our videowall you can deliver real UHD resolution in a 2 

x 2 arrangement. The video walls are capable of combining 

4 x FHD displays to create a single Real UHD image without 

the need of external processing or scaling devices.

Longer Stability 
Vestel VWs are able to tolerate longer hours of operation, 

equipped with pixelshifting feature to prevent a fixed 

image from sticking on the screen.

Eco Design 
Vestel VWs are made to operate at lower energy usage 

while performing at high levels. Also, Vestel follows the world-

wide standards for limiting harmful substances

and eliminating waste products.

Video Wall Controller Tool 
This new software puts ease of use for Video walls by 

reaching Auto/Manual parameter setup on each/multi/all 

selected display, Remote control by IR Simulation or LAN/

RS232 Control and Video and Picture rotation for Informal 

Layouts on one software.

Remote Control
Any number of Vestel VWs can be remotely controlled over 

RS232 Loop configuration. This eases the installation process 
of the VW displays, by controlling and configuring 

all the units via PC at the same time.

EL32C-1D49” ULTRA NARROW 
BEZEL VIDEO
WALL DISPLAYS

Usb Auto-Play 
You will be able to show photo and video content 

automatically with USB Auto-play feature. SoC software 

gives you a choice to turn on USB autoplay function 

making it easy for end-users to show any media on the 

screen and not worry about anything else.

Daisy Chain 
The display can mirror the content (to another display) into its 
display port out coming from its display port in. This set up 

creates a daisy chain like structure allowing for monitors to 

be set up as Video Wall mode.

Scheduler 
Digital Signage Monitor Software allows many important fea-

tures such as Scheduler. Scheduler sets your display turn on/

off time easily and lets you not to worry about the status of 

your displays in any time.

Operation Time Support 
Professional Panels used with this series are quality confirmed 
to operate 16 hours a day without any issues. Upon this, the 

series come with 350 Nits brightness levels suitable for medial 

indoor environment.

Source Switching 
It is made available to set any Source on startup of the dis-

play. It can also be switched on any other signal source using 

scheduler and failover scenarios. This lets the users to freely 

control the process of their requirements allowing best user

experience.

Pixel Shifting 
Pixel Shifting is designed to be activated inside the SoC in order 

to prevent for potential risk of image sticking, caused by con-

stant content. With this feature turned on, pixels on the screen 

will move in an interval while causing no interference of

visual experience.Auto Launch 
We have made it easy to give any HTML5-based application 

link to the display within the SoC software. Upon this, the 

display will start with the given link. The application can either 

be an offline or an online application, allowing the customers
to execute their own application.

Playlist Creation 
Playlists can be easily created by the user, allowing up to 

4 different combinations of images and videos in specific 
order.These can then be selected and played at the desired 

time,using the built in scheduler.

Display Control 
Digital Signage Display SoC enables the users to control our 

displays using RS232 commands in a Local Area Network. 

Together with the full RS232 command list you can change/

set volume, turn on/off the monitor, set a schedule for content 

display, set a webpage link to be displayed and give a wide 

range of commands in real-time.

SoC 
HTML-5 based applications can be developed to work 

directly within the SoC platform of our displays. The displays 

are capable of working in either online or offline mode.
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WR B SERIES
SCREEN SIZES: 65” TO 86” 

E SERIES
SCREEN SIZES: 55” TO 86” 

• Smart CMS

• Landscape & Portrait

• 4K Ultra HD

• Customisation

• 178° Wide viewing angle

• 500 nits

• Automatic time zone

• Opening hours’ operation4K UHD DIGITAL 
SIGNAGE DISPLAY SCREEN SIZES:

43” TO 86” 
Ideal for retail and 
business environments

BM SERIES 

4K
4K UHD Round-the-clock operation Smart CMS

Fail over Temperature protection

Slim design 12mm

178° Wide 
viewing angle

500 nits Automatic 
time zone

Landscape & portrait Customisation

Dust & humidity 
protection

• Powerful Architecture

• Anti-Glare

• Real-time comments

• Dynamic graphics

• 4K Ultra HD 

• Screen transmisson

• Automatic sound bar

4K
UHD

• Homepage article bar

• Array microphones

• Collaborative interaction

• Intuitive controls

• Tempered Glass

• Comfortable viewing

VIDEO WALL
SCREEN SIZES: 46” TO 55” 

WINDOW FACING 
HIGH BRIGHTNESS DISPLAY
SCREEN SIZES: 55”

• Round-the-clock operation

• 500 nits

• Ultra-narrow bezel

• Round-the-clock operation

• 2500 nits

• Landscape & portrait 

• Visible with polarized sunglasses

• Smart brightness sensor

• 178° Wide viewing angle

• 178° Wide viewing angle

• Anti-Glare

• 1200:1 Ultra high contrast
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COMMERCIAL
LCD DISPLAYS

SCREEN SIZES:
22” TO 86” 

Ideal for eductation, retail,
traffic, banking, industrial parks

INDOOR WALL-MOUNTED DIGITAL SIGNAGE INDOOR WALL-MOUNTED DIGITAL SIGNAGE

• Metallic Appearance

• Exquisite Image

• Variable Materials

• Flexible Program Schedule

• Centralized Management

• Organization Permission

• Multiple Security Safeguards

• Center Remote Control

• Preeminent Structure

All-in-one 
design

A+ Panel D-LED Quick startup/
shutdown

Auto-coloring and 
image-enhancing engine.

Variable materials including; 
pictures, audio, video, scrolling subtitle, PDF, 

webpages, live video, number calling, pop-up pictures.

U
S
B

PDF

Slim 
frame  

Multiple 
security 

safeguards

Flexible 
program 
 schedule
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• Sizes: 32” to 43” 

• Upto 30° of tilt

• Up to 200 x 200 VESA 

• Clip lock security

• Weight limit: 20kg

TDS-B400T 

Tilting 
TV wall 
mount 

• Sizes: 65” to 75” 

• Weight limit: 50kg/75kg 

• Up to 800 x 600 VESA 

• Clip lock security

TDS-B600F

Flat to wall 
TV mount 

TDS-B600T
• Sizes: 65” to 75” 

• Flat to wall TV mount 

• Up to 800 x 600 VESA 

• Weight limit: 50kg/75kg

• On wall micro-adjustment
• Clip lock security

• Simple comprehensive range
• Aluminium and steel construction
• Unique profiled design
• Fully recyclable materials
• Lifetime guarantee

TDS-600FM
• Up to 600 x 400 VESA 

• Up to 20° tilt

• Weight limit: 35kg

• On wall micro-adjustment
• Paintable wall plate

• Sizes: 32” to 43” 
 
• Plastic-free packaging 

• Simple installation with cliplock security system 
 
• Hang display and brackets clip into place  
 
• Clip allows left to right adjustment post-install

TDS-B200F

TDS Brackets is a Trading Name of Trade Digital Signage Ltd

BRACKETS
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ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING SOLUTIONS 

CP6000 Wall Mount Charger
• 7, 11 or 22kW AC options

• Wall Mounted

• Dual Charging - Twin tethered cables

• Mounted LCD Panel

• Simple Contactless Payment facility

• Free Chargepoint application

CP6000 Kiosk Charger 
• 7, 11 or 22kW AC options

• Freestanding bolt to floor
• Dual Charging Twin tethered cables

• Mounted LCD Panel

• Simple Contactless Payment facility

• Free Chargepoint application

CP6000 Display Kiosk Charger
• 7, 11 or 22kW AC options

• Freestanding bolt to floor
• Dual Charging - Twin tethered cables

• Mounted LCD Panel

• IP65 rated 32” Screen advertising

• Simple Contactless Payment facility

• Free Chargepoint application

Feature rich software & services

Dashboard & Analytics
Station owners see how 

stations are being used and 

when its time to add 

 capacity.

Fleet Services
Fleet Managers can track 

vehicle charging and pay for 

fuel if the vehicles need to 

charge at other stations.

Access Control
Limit who can use the 

charging stations and when. Station 

owners can disable charging during 

“closed” times.

Energy Management
Efficiently and  

automatically utilize power 

available for charging 

vehicles. Save money on 

costly upgrades and avoid 

demand charges

APIs 
Most functions are also 

available through SOAP/XML 

and REST APIs that follow the 

same data access rules as 

the UI.

Waitlist
Drivers can get in line

and get notified when 

the station is available 

-  improves utilisation.

Driver Services
Automatically notify drivers 

when: full charged, a station 

becomes available,  

power outage or decrease 

and more.

Flexible Pricing
By hour, by kWh, by time of day by 

customer type, or by any 

combination.
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SQUARE RETAIL 
DISPLAY

SCREEN SIZES:
22”, 26.5”& 33.2”

Ideal for Retail & POS Locations

Plug & Play (USB) or
Cloud CMS Connected 
Content can be updated easily

via USB with the built-in Media

Player or upgrade to a Cloud

Connected Media player to

schedule content and schedules

remotely.

Ultra Slim Profile
& Black Bezel 
Featuring an ultra slim profile and
bezel, the square screen is perfect

for a range of retail locations to

suit bespoke builds and unique

designs.

Easy Installation
& Maintenance 
Complete with a hanging kit

and bracket, the screen can be

installed in a matter of minutes

hassle free.
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Distributing your right 
content to the right 
audience and right 
locations.

Target your message
by audience and location

FEATURES 

Advanced Editor
Easily create bespoke, branded 

content for your screens using 

the inbuilt editor.

Manage when your content is 

displayed to your audience.

Update multiple displays at 

once by assigning them to the 

same group

Scheduling Grouping

Manage Users
User permissions can be set to 

allow users access to only the 

functionality they require.

Instantly promote a 

new discount price. 

• Heathcare • Retail 

• Food and beverage 

• Estate agents • Care homes

Live Data Sectors

Apollo Lake DP USB3.2
Gen1

GIADA VM23
Ultra-compact Apollo Lake Fanless Player

• Intel Apollo Lake Processors 

• HDMI port supporting 4K display

• Realtek RTL8111H Gigabit Ethernet

• 2 x USB 3.2 Gen1,2 x USB 2.0 

• 1 x full-szie MSATA 

• Onboard eMMC 32 GB

LINUX
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Future Digital Signage is a new product family leveraging Google Services and Android Devices. Future Digital Signage

comprises a platform independent content management system (CMS) hosted in the Cloud and an Android Player App.

Future Digital Signage service is accessible from any web browser. It allows users to distribute content, control 

operation and monitor status of large numbers Android platforms equipped with the Future Digital Signage player App. 

 

Access FDS Service from any browser

Upload pictures, videos or HTML5 content

Create playlists and target devices

Manage 100’s or 1000’s of devices

Interactive Kiosk Support

SaaS or perpetual player licences

Lifetime software support

Cost effective solution

Intuitive user interface

User management control

Configurable UI (Branding)

Player control & monitoring 

Media Gallery management 

Straightforward playlist structure 

Flexible content scheduling

Remote player software upgrade

Rocket-powered digital displays
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TALK TO US ABOUT
YOUR NEXT PROJECT

Keep connected

  + 44 (0) 121 7400 250
www.onedigitalsignage.com

sales@onedigitalsignage.com

Units 11 & 12, Gunbarrel Industrial Centre, Hayseech Road, B64 7JZ

www.futuredigitalsignage.co.uk 

Rocket-powered Digital Signage Displays


